Kyiv is growing rapidly and is already feeling the lack
of creative infrastructure that would match the calibre
and pace of one of the largest cities of Central
& Eastern Europe.
In a dense urban landscape, there is no space for
large business communication platforms or modern
facilities for family leisure and youth activities.
Therefore, following the experience of other European
cities that had similar growth rates, Kyiv business
and entertainment are now getting out of the city
to places that have plenty of space, lots of
clean air and no limits.

A large out-of-town center of innovation and entertainment
is created near the Berezivka settlement on Zhytomyr M06
highway, the main road connecting Kyiv to Europe. In the
future it will include an exhibition center, a family leisure
and outdoor amusement center, a festival area and a theme
park, with a prospect of an innovation park and a congress
center being added.

KyivExpoPlaza fairground
is the centre of a new large innovation and entertainment park
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KyivExpoPlaza exhibition venue, Berezivka settlement,
1, Amsterdamska st., lays the foundation of a new large
complex. A permanent shuttle bus route will provide
an easy 20-minute commute from the nearest
metro station — Zhytomyrska (time on the road
is 20 minutes), while a large parking area and light traﬃc,
against the main car ﬂow, are great advantages for drivers.
Also a new Big Ring Road will be constructed
in proximity soon.
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New opportunities to
present your business!

